Scholars: The Centennial History of the U.S. Naval War College
, is "a former professor of naval history" whose history of the College lacks "critical analysis� " At the time of publication, Hattendorf was and remains the Ernest J� King Professor of Maritime History at the Naval War College, and is still recognized as the preeminent scholar on the history of the U�S� Navy at Newport�
In addition to these two notable errors, Playing War still reads like a dissertation in need of another round of editing� Chapter introductions and descriptions of the students are repeated several times and add little to the analysis presented� With the main body of the book ending at 137 pages, this work leaves the reader with the impression that there is still more to explore about the relationship between the interwar war games and how the U�S� Navy fought during the Second World War� While this imperfect volume has some merit, the definitive history of the Naval War College's interwar war games remains to be written� JON The twenty-first-century security environment has been characterized by numerous cross-cultural battle spaces, such as those in Iraq and Afghanistan� The U�S� Army initiated the human terrain team (HTT) because it needed to address the impact of the human cultural dimension in the combat operational environment� The HTT's mission was to conduct research (in the social sciences and anthropology) and to advise military commanders about the unique cultural aspects of the local/ regional population� In eleven chapters, McFate and Laurence have compiled an invaluable collection of experiences from the scientists involved� They afford us the opportunity to accompany these scientists on their journeys, as they share their perspectives with the military� We learn the value of embedding social scientists with military units and how important their knowledge and expertise are for military leaders to achieve an understanding of today's complex, culturally diverse operational environments� In this way, social scientists can help military leaders make more-informed, and therefore better, decisions� General David Petraeus (Ret�) states in the foreword that the "key terrain in irregular warfare is the human terrain� " He highlights the role social scientists played in shaping the cultural framework of the battle space and how they contributed to military leaders' knowledge to ensure mission success� General Petraeus posits the notion that the military indeed may require even greater sociocultural knowledge to conduct future military operations� Today's military leaders are well trained in tactics, techniques, and procedures; however, the twenty-first-century battle space presents inherent difficulties for military leaders� One of their principal deficiencies is a lack of cross-cultural competence (C 3 )� C 3 is the ability to communicate effectively and appropriately with people of other cultures� As the number of multinational coalition military operations From the beginning, JSOC had significant advantages over both conventional military organizations and nonaffiliated special operations units� The units placed under JSOC's direct control were the best-trained and best-resourced units in the military� Each of these units had its own sophisticated-and grueling-selection process� Remarkably, JSOC headquarters had nothing that mirrored such careful processes for selecting its staff� Also oddly, the Pentagon had no process for selecting a JSOC commander whose experience
